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Abstract 

This paper examines the challenges of supporting command and control (C2) in multi-domain 

operations with modelling and simulation (M&S) and illustrates a potential framework that addresses 

this and the opportunities for experimentation. Although M&S has been an important enabler to 

support training across all domains, its application to support decision making, including war gaming, 

on military operations even in a single domain has been limited with the exception of some focused 

operational analysis tools. Operations since the 1990s have increased in complexity and are not only 

multi-domain, including both military and civil elements but are multi-national. The challenges in using 

M&S are much greater as a result of this contemporary operational paradigm. The technical aspects 

including the application of standards that enable interoperability is only one element of providing the 

tools and techniques required to support advanced decision-making in either a centralised or 

decentralised multi-domain C2 environment. Another is the human aspect, which is critical to the 

acceptance, adoption, utilisation and understanding the utility of M&S in supporting decision making 

on military operations. In all cases there has been a reliance on external, highly-skilled technical 

support and future application of M&S needs to be used by non-specialist personnel. 
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A Framework for Advanced Decision Support in Multi-domain and Coalition Operations 

1 Introduction 

Traditionally Modelling and Simulation (M&S) has been used to support a wide variety of military 
needs such as concept evaluation, acquisition, training, mission planning (including war-gaming) and 
rehearsal. However its application to support decision making on military operations even in a single 
domain has been limited with the exception of some focused operational analysis tools deployed at 
higher formation headquarters (HQ) with appropriately skilled civilian or military staff

1
. This paper 

discusses how M&S and C2 to Simulation (C2Sim) interoperability may be developed to support 
decision making in a distributed Command Post (CP) where multi-domain, multi-agency and coalition 
units need to access Common Operational Data (COD) to make decisions faster and get inside an 
adversary’s OODA

2
 loop. 

2 Function of a Command Post 

The US Army defines a CP as a unit headquarters where the commander and staff perform their 
activities. A headquarter can be divided into echelons and each of which is a CP regardless of 
whether the commander is present. The function a CP performs is to assist commanders: 

 In understanding the battlespace; 

 Visualising and describing the situation; and 

 Directing, leading, and assessing operations.  

There are different types of CPs that are described in national doctrine: home-based, main, rear, 
forward or tactical CP, all have specific functions by design. They are structured in such a way that 
information flows to a commander whether they are in the CP or elsewhere so that they are able to 
make decisions based on the information made available and their understanding of the situation. [1] 

3 Factors 

It has long been recognised that the larger a CP becomes with additional staff personnel that it can 
become less manageable. This can in turn cause a breakdown in communications between staff 
elements. Additionally the increased size represents a high value target for any adversary.  

Recognising this there have been numerous studies by nations seeking to reduce the size and 
footprint of a CP. Technology has provided a solution but as operations have increased in complexity 
and become multi-domain and multi-agency in nature there has been a commensurate increase in 
size. New specialists have become essential in the conduct of military operations. They not only come 
from traditional military domains: air, land and maritime but are also from other government and non-
government agencies. This is because operations have become more hybrid

3
 and complex in nature, 

often leading to an accompanying humanitarian crisis as conflicts in the Balkans in the 1990s, and 
Iraq, Afghanistan and Syria today, illustrate. In the U.S. Army they are already redesigning their Corps 
and Divisional level headquarters to provide a Forward and Home-based CP. [1] This of course relies 
heavily on digital communications that are robust, interoperable and secure. 

                                                      
1
  The UK MoD has deployed civilian personnel from its Defence Science and Technology Laboratory 

(Dstl) organisation. In the US military uniformed personnel are trained as operational analysts and 
deployed at formation level. 
2
  The OODA loop is the decision cycle of observe, orient, decide, and act, developed in the 1950s by 

the military strategist Colonel John Boyd of the United States Air Force. 
3
  Hybrid warfare is asymmetric and uses multiple instruments of power along a horizontal and vertical 

axis, and to varying degrees shares an increased emphasis on creativity, ambiguity, and the cognitive 
elements of war. This sets hybrid warfare apart from an attrition-based approach to warfare where 
one matches the strength of the other, either qualitatively or quantitatively, to degrade the opponent’s 
capabilities. 

 



Increased complexity of operations and the ever increasing volume of data that new technology 
provides to the challenges faced by commanders and their staffs in the MDMP.  Data needs to be 
exploited if the military are to run their campaigns more effectively across the full spectrum of 
operations. This means that expanding data sets and the speed of accumulation requires access to 
new tools such as “Big Data analytics that help to quantitatively deal with the information overload, as 
well as to qualitatively improve intelligence assessments by drawing out patterns and insights from 
data.” [2] 

This will require data analysts to be assigned to CPs, whether located forward or in the home base, or 
good, easy to use analytical tools that can exploit this data. 

An inevitable challenge is that acquiring, accessing and analysing too much data/ information and 
knowledge could slow down the OODA loop and reduce the agility of a commander and his or her 
staff’s decision making process. Research is working on new concepts and technology to speed 
things up. Given these challenges the introduction of M&S as a Service (MSaaS)

4
 and M&S 

applications needs to benefit the MDMP and not be an additional constraint.  The final experiment of 
NATO MSG-085 that was undertaken at the Mission Command Battle Laboratory at Fort 
Leavenworth, Kansas in 2013 demonstrated the potential benefits the application of C2-Simulation 
standards could bring to the MDMP (Figure 1). This involved a number of simulation centres 
distributed across several nations as well as a number of C2 systems. 

  

Figure 1 – MSG-085 Distributed MDMP Architecture 

4 Evolving Command Post Structures and the NATO C2 Vision 

Over time a number of different types of HQs and associated CPs have evolved. NATO and nations 
are already looking to what the future of C2 will be, how technology will potentially enhance decision 
making, what new processes will be required and the skills that people will need to have. In 
developing new structures the challenge will be to understand to what extent the new design is more 
effective than previous. The UK HQ Maturity Model (HQMM) may provide a mechanism for doing this. 

                                                      
4
  NATO defines MSaaS as a paradigm to deliver secure agile simulation based capabilities by 

making M&S products, data and processes conveniently accessible and available on demand in order 
to enhance operational effectiveness.  

 



4.1 HQ Maturity Model 

The UK HQMM used the NATO Conceptual Model of C2 Agility as its basis. Its purpose is to 
understand what a ‘good’ HQ looks like, and provide a common framework to develop and maintain 
HQ competence and effectiveness. This is currently being used as a pilot to assess the maturity of an 
operational level HQ. Maturity models are used as a performance measurement tool. In the UK the 
HQMM is aimed at capability development. Figure 2 shows the HQMM, which has five levels defined 
as a theoretical continuum along which a HQ may progress demonstrating an increasing level of 
effectiveness and competence. 

To what extent this model can be used to assess how well a HQ is able to utilise new technologies or 
services is yet to be determined by the authors of this paper. It would seem that the application of new 
technologies and services would require a HQ to operate between L3 and L5. 

 

Figure 2 – HQ Maturity Model 

4.2 ACT Decision Making Model – 2030 C2 Vision (just over ten years’ time!) 

The Supreme Allied Commander Transformation (SACT), General Denis Mercier, during an address 
given on 8 December 2015 stated: “The Alliance needs a capacity, a solid and modern foundation 
enabling forces to permanently maintain the right level of readiness and responsiveness.” The ACT 
2030 C2 Vision which very much sees that cloud technologies that can be federated and that nations 
contributing to a mission are able to “plug and play” will be essential in; sensing and processing raw 
data that becomes actionable information, in turn a commanders decision making will be enhanced as 
they are better informed resulting in more effective mission execution. This vision encapsulated in the 
diagram at Figure 3 relies not only on technology but the having people with the right skills and robust 
processes. This diagram does not illustrate, but probably implies, a reach-back capability to the 
federated nations’ home bases.  

The concept of Common Operational Data has evolved from work in the humanitarian domain to help 
with exchange and analysis of data [3].  In this reference:  

“Common operational datasets are predictable, core sets of data needed to support 
operations and decision-making for all actors in a humanitarian response. … All CODs must 
meet minimum criteria for format and attribute information in accordance with national 
standards”.   

The data is typically geographically linked using a coordinate system and accessible through various 
Geographical Information System (GIS) applications and spreadsheet software.  CODs are intended 
to improve coordination and build a Common Operational Picture (COP). In a military multi-domain 
context COD definitions will evolve to reflect operational needs. 

SACT’s C2 vision for 2030 (Figure 3) shows a sequential C2 process supported by cloud-based COD. 



 

Figure 3 – ACT C2 Capstone Concept
5 

The main activities are as follows: 

 Collecting – Sensing & Processing 
o Generation and collection of raw data from a variety of sources. 
o Processing this to create useful, actionable information which helps develop 

Situational Awareness (SA) and support decision making. 

 Decision Making – Sense-making & Deciding 
o Interpreting the SA data to help prepare decisions, plans and orders. MSaaS and a 

C2Sim-based decision support capability fits in here [4] 

 Effecting – Acting & Assessing 
o Orders, SA required from COD. 
o Assessments fed back to COD for next iteration of the OODA loop. 

In this vision all things may be connected: people, places, platforms, organisations, applications, 
networks, data and processes. Ideally this will also include connecting to and possibly sharing data 
and information with external parties, including: International Organisations (IO), Government and 
Non-Government Organisations (NGO and GO). Good, resilient and secure connectivity and 
interoperability is fundamental to the concept. 

Currently SA is presented as a COP, usually as icons displayed on a map. With COD available there 
is scope for much richer information than can be inferred simply from location data. An icon could 
represent the gateway to access related geo-information, intelligence on and from a unit or area and 
any associated decision support tools or capabilities. 

The current NATO Federated Mission Networking (FMN) [5], which is being developed in spirals, 
initially focused on C2 interoperability based on lessons identified through NATO’s deployment in 
Afghanistan. In spiral 4 the role of M&S is recognised as a tool to provide in-theatre and potential 
reach-back connectivity to support both training and operations. 

                                                      
5
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5 Technology 

The development of technology enabling C2 has been an historical constant. A recent presentation at 
the NATO Spring TIDE Sprint in April 2018 [6] discussed the role of new technologies being 
developed and their application to future C2 at the operational level. These included: 

 Artificial Intelligence (AI). Evolving AI and machine learning will assist and replace existing 
automatic and human-based skills, e.g. speech recognition. However there will be a need to 
be able to integrate this new technology into future C2 processes and commanders and their 
staff are not prepared to hand-over control to AI. 

 Multi-sensor platforms in combination with AI. 

 Data Lakes to store the increased data collected by sensors and application of Deep 
Learning. 

 Virtual and Augmented Reality. This will help a commander to establish new C2 relationships 
with new actors. This technology will also create the opportunity for distributed/dispersed CP, 
creating increased resilience in this important C2 supporting construct. It will also support the 
concept of Reach-back [7] 

 Human factor aspects - ease of use, overload and training issues. 

New technology will not be without its challenges: 

 Technical challenges: cloud connection, exchange and sharing of data/information and 
location of data centres. 

 Integration and interoperability of systems and their security. 

 Too much data for the available bandwidth – someone/something creates some data – 
someone else, say a G2 cell, will need to process it so they download it to a C2 node and 
upload the processed data. 

New facilities, services and skilled personnel will be needed: 

 COD not only supplies the key data sets used to generate COPs but also a wealth of 
information of use to all HQ staff in a variety of forms. COD requires governance, ownership 
and sponsorship. 

 COD has to be supported by national systems and capacities such as distributed cloud 
infrastructures. 

 Data storage and data analysis capabilities are required – the techniques developed by 
NATO for MSaaS: software containerisation; discovery and orchestration services; registries 
and repositories; could be extended to cover the C2 support functions envisaged 

 Agile DevOps teams for technical support of the applications and infrastructure will be 
necessary in order to respond to unfolding operational needs, e.g. development of new 
models and analysis tools to support distributed mission planning and rehearsal. 

 Cloud Infrastructures are maturing and will be essential in developing the NATO C2 vision for 
2030, potentially including the use of MSaaS and extending this to C2 as a Service (C2aaS), 
the latter still needs definition. 

 Cyber Ranges are being developed commercially and nationally. These are effectively sand-
boxes for testing networks and cyber functionality: information gathering, defensive and 
offensive capabilities [8].  Cyber ranges may be part of the support given by agile DevOp 
teams. 

 Replicated facilities (for example a C2Sim sand-box to enable testing and development). 

 Verification, Validation and Accreditation (VV&A) capabilities. 

5.1 Interoperability, Integration, Security  

Standards will clearly have a major role to play as organisations digitally transform. In fact without 
standardised communication and network protocols, technical interoperability would be limited. Data 
standards however have proved more challenging and despite the Joint Consultation, Command & 
Control Information Exchange Data Model (JC3IEDM) being mandated by the UK MoD and ratified as 



a NATO STANAG it was not implemented.
6
 Even where systems that were JC3IEDM compliant were 

deployed they would not always be interoperable without interfaces being developed. 

In the past, network and communication integration only required specialists to tie local systems 
together. With the move to cloud technologies and services, such as Software as a Service (SaaS), 
Platforms as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), not only do local applications 
need to be connected to the cloud, there is a need to connect cloud applications to each other. This 
adds new combinations to the integration matrix (the permutation of protocols, access methods, and 
data formats). A wider variety of support specialist will need to be trained in these new technologies 
and available to support military operations 24/7. 

Connecting clouds, which are needed for supporting COD, need to be integrated across coalitions 
and with multi-agency actors. Who provides this integration, is it vendors (such as Amazon) or should 
NATO or nations deploy their own cloud services and employ appropriately skilled engineers? 

For multi-agency operations there are digital trust and security (access to, and protection, of data) 
constraints that need to be resolved. In addition the threat of cyber-attack and the denial of a service 
that commanders and staff will begin to rely on needs to be addressed. 

5.2 Extended C2Sim Standards 

The current C2Sim standards [9] provide a means of describing core information exchange elements 
and processes which may be used for integrating C2 systems with M&S systems. They also provide 
an extension mechanism which can be used to develop domain-specific exchange standards, e.g. 
manoeuvre warfare. This same mechanism can be used to develop the specific extensions required 
for an advanced decision support capability, in this case for multiple domains, coalition, IO, GO and 
NGO operations. Newly developed extensions would be designed and tested representative real-
world use cases. 

5.3 Agile DevOps 

DevOps was first described as a term at an Agile Conference in 2008. [10] It subsequently evolved 
and although often described in a number of different contexts it is a grouping of cultural values, 
practices, and tools that increases an organisation's capacity to deliver applications and services at 
high speed: evolving and improving products at a quicker pace than organisations using traditional 
software development and infrastructure management methods. 

As DevOps is intended to be a cross-functional method of working, rather than a single DevOps tool 
there are sets (or "toolchains") of multiple tools. Such DevOps tools are expected to fit into one or 
more of the categories below, reflective of key aspects of the development and delivery process: 

1. Code – code development and review, source code management tools, code merging. 
2. Build – continuous integration tools, build status. 
3. Test – continuous testing tools that provide feedback on business risks. 
4. Package – artifact repository, application pre-deployment staging. 
5. Release – change management, release approvals, release automation. 
6. Configure – infrastructure configuration and management, Infrastructure as Code tools. 
7. Monitor – applications performance monitoring, end–user experience. 

Some have labelled the categories differently as is illustrated in the diagram in Figure 4 below, where 
‘Plan’ and ‘Create’ have replaced ‘Code’ and ‘Build’. 
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 JC3IEDM is produced by the MIP-NATO Management Board (MNMB) and ratified under NATO 

STANAG 5525. 



 

Figure 4 – DevOps Lifecycle 

In September 2017 the US Army Chief Information Officer, Lt Gen Bruce Crawford stated to US 
lawmakers that “We need to posture ourselves to be able to leverage industry’s ideas and their best 
practices.” His statement was aiming at addressing issues in developing the US Army network that 
had been envisioned in previous years but was now considered not the network they needed. In effect 
he has paused current work and believes that they need to take a different approach and that a 
DevOps procurement model may be critical to solving current issues. [11] 

In the UK the British Army has shown how a refresh of its data centre infrastructure has paved the 
way for the establishment to of a DevOps-style approach to managing business applications. [12] 

5.4 Shadow Operations Centres 

Chris Moore’s keynote address at ICCRTS 2017 [13] described what is meant by Multi-Domain 
Command & Control (MDC2) and that Multi-Domain Operations (MDO) leverages seamless, dynamic 
and continuous integration of capabilities generating effects in and from all domains. He argued that: 
 

 Current C2 operational constructs were not designed to optimize MDO. 

 C2 technology was out of date and less capable of leveraging new technology, and 

 C2 supporting structures were not designed for MDO.  
 
The work he was engaged in had three lines of effort that would ensure continued MDC2 
enhancement. From these lines of Institute of Computer Science effort, three quick wins were 
identified. One of these was the development of Shadow Operations Centres that through DevOps 
would experiment for the MDC2 enterprise. The concept of a Shadow OC may well be supported by 
MSaaS. 

5.5 Adoption, Utilisation and Utility 

Whether any technology or process gets adopted depends very much on its ultimate utility. This was 
expressed eloquently at the 2017 ICCRTS [14]. There is a waterfall of decisions which any innovation 
has to flow through as listed below and illustrated at Figure 5: 

 Does it help us? 

 Is there an opportunity to use it? 

 Have I been trained? 

 Will it benefit me personally? 

 Am I forced to use it? 

 Is there a critical mass of users? 

 Are there any disadvantages? 

 Is it generating operational benefit? 



 

Figure 5 – Decision tool adoption, utilisation and utility cascade
7
 

This helps explain why CP staff so often use the simplest and most familiar applications to support 
their decision making: standard office software, chat, etc. As a supporting capability M&S is 
traditionally slow and complicated to set up and run, needs simulation specialists for support and 
dedicated analysts to help interpret the results. This means that the easier and more intuitive the M&S 
systems’ interfaces become, the more they are likely to be used. M&S is very likely to remain a “craft”, 
at least in the near to mid-term, which will need a cadre of simulation specialists to work with the HQ 
staff to provide effective decision support. This means that the staff member does not need personal 
training in the hands-on use of the chosen M&S capability, only in the capabilities and limitations of 
the simulation. 

6 Examples 

Here we consider how M&S could be used to support Multi-Domain and Multi-Agency operations. 
General Deverell’s address at the 2017 International Concept Development & Experimentation (ICDE) 
conference [15] reminded delegates that information cuts across all domains and that there is greater 
uncertainty about whether an act of war/aggression has been committed because everything is so 
complex than ever before. Taking examples from recent events: 

 Manchester Arena [16] in May 2017 a suicide bomber attacked attendees leaving a pop 
concert causing hundreds of injuries and several fatalities. The speed at which events 
unfolded would preclude the use of any concurrent M&S or war games but they could be used 
to help training of commanders and multi-agency responders, including the use of IT and 

                                                      
7
 This diagram was presented at the 22

nd
 ICCRTS in Los Angeles by Jitu Patel, Dstl (UK MoD). It was 

developed by a team from industry and academia for a study commissioned by Dstl in 2014. (Jaya-
Ratnam D., Fletcher G., Smith T. & Schraagen J. (2014).Final Report, TIN 3.092 C2 Concepts Task 1: 
Inadequate utility of command and decision support tools, 
UC-DHCSTC_1386917_H_T3_092_1/002.) 
 



communication systems and equipment. M&S could be used to help analyse post-event 
courses of action. 

 Similar comments apply to the March 2018 Skripal incident in Salisbury where multi-agency 
responses were needed. Events unfolded very quickly but sorting out the aftermath and 
associated forensic operations have occupied many months and presented numerous options 
for developing optimal courses of action. 

Although these two incidents occurred in the UK, other nations have required on several occasions 
that their armed forces provide military support to the civil authorities; the roles of supported and 
supporting units are never proscribed. M&S support needs to take unit role into account. 

7 Hypothesis 

The hypothesis is that the application of M&S technology and supporting standards and services to 
support the military decision making process (MDMP) in a multi-domain C2 environment will enhance 
the effectiveness of a military CP.  This includes the use of cloud computing environments and reach-
back facilitation supported by agile M&S DevOp teams. 

8 Experimentation 

MSaaS is well defined and has been demonstrated as a practical and achievable capability. Work 
undertaken by the UK Synthetic Environment Tower of Excellence and by NATO Modelling and 
Simulation Groups MSG-136 [17] and MSG-164 have shown this. Similarly, the application of C2Sim 
by nations and NATO MSG 048/085/145 has demonstrated the technical viability and utility of the 
standards. Both MSaaS and C2Sim have been demonstrated in distributed international 
environments. 

C2aaS supported by COD has yet to be demonstrated to the same extent. However, NATO’s vision, 
as expressed by ACT, indicates that this is the aspiration. 

8.1 Application of Simulation 

Experimentation can give insights into these areas and other aspects including: cyber effects, 
scalability, usability, reliability, maintainability and what benefits these technologies bring to multi-
agency domains (including cost-effectiveness). Previous work [18] studied the NATO Comprehensive 
Operations Planning Directive (COPD) [19] and identified some forty functional areas where planning 
processes may be required. Many of these lend themselves to M&S-assisted decision support. 

 Functional Area  Functional Area  Functional Area  Functional Area 

A Concept of 
Operations 

L Psychological 
Operations 

W Civil-Military 
Cooperation 

HH Rear Area 
Operations 

B Task Organisation  M Arms Control  X Public Information II Joint Fires 

C Forces and Tasks  N Nuclear Operations Y Conflict 
Termination 

JJ NATO Crisis 
Response System 

D Intelligence  O Information 
Operations 

Z Spare  KK Operational Analysis 
Support 

E Rules of 
Engagement 

P Electronic Warfare AA Legal  LL Lessons Learned 

F Maritime 
Operations 

Q CIS  BB Training and 
Rehearsals 

MM Military Police 

G Land Operations  R Logistics  CC Command 
Information 

NN to 
XX 

Spare H Air Operations  S Movements  DD Space Operations 

I Amphibious 
Operations 

T Environmental 
Support 

EE Engineer Support 



 Functional Area  Functional Area  Functional Area  Functional Area 

J Force Protection  U NBC Defence  FF Financial Support  YY Miscellaneous 

K Special Operations V Search, Rescue and 
Recovery 

GG Non-NATO Force 
Procedures 

ZZ Distribution 

 

Table 1 - Functional Areas Identified in the NATO COPD 

If M&S is used to help decision making in any of these areas then the utility criteria discussed earlier 
need to be applied. M&S is particularly suitable for decision support where the complexity of the live 
situation and the behaviours in the simulations can be set in balance. Good, well designed M&S will 
provide useful guidance in a realistic time frame. Keeping the tempo of the OODA loop is all 
important. 

M&S needs to use the proposed national and coalition C2 systems which will be used operationally 
from FMN spiral 4 onwards to process and exchange data. The following functions defined by the 
ACT vison need to be supported, where appropriate: 

 Sensing 

 Processing 

 Sense-making 

 Deciding 

 Acting and 

 Assessing 

8.2 Management of Simulation 

With COD as identified earlier every data set needs someone, people or some entity to be 
responsible for its management: current ownership, creation, description (including data format), 
modification, version history, access control, review, supersession and withdrawal. Many analogous 
problems have been addressed by the work of NATO MSG-164 and its predecessors looking at 
MSaaS. In an MSaaS cloud environment there need to be searchable catalogues of meta-data 
describing available simulation capabilities. The GIS community has had long experience of these 
sorts of questions and have standards such as the Dublin Core [20] model to help them (and which 
has been developed to support MSaaS). In a continuously running C2aaS environment something 
similar is also needed with an additional advertising service to indicate significant additions, changes 
and withdrawals of COD capabilities. 

The same needs to be done for streaming data both live and recorded or logged. The approach of the 
NATO Multi-sensor Aerospace-ground Joint ISR Interoperability Coalition (MAJIIC) programme which 
uses a Coalition Shared Database (CSD) of sensor data should be considered here. 

How will future spirals of FMN support MSaaS and C2aaS? Currently FMN is largely focussed on 
connection of accredited applications on a very large private network. How does a federation of 
national tactical clouds support this MSaaS and C2aaS? These are questions that need to be 
addressed by experimentation. 

8.3 Multi-Agency Support 

When considering multi-agency operations it is interesting to note that COD is used by the United 
Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UN OCHA) [21] to describe key GIS-
compatible data pertinent to this domain. These COD are formed of structured data and are common 
across the whole humanitarian domain and specific extensions are described using Fundamental 
Operational Datasets (FODs). 

9 Architecture Development 

In order to conduct experimentation into the use of MsaaS and to understand whether it provides a 
benefit to commanders’ MDMP it will be necessary to create a system architecture supporting a 
distributed infrastructure that enables data to be exchanged via cloud services. This should be based 
on the NATO Architecture Framework Version 4 (NAFv4) which was formally endorsed by NATO in 



January 2018 [22]. This new framework supports the development a logical architecture and its 
physical instantiation but introduces a grid from which a number of viewpoints can be described at 
various levels: concepts, service specifications, logical specifications and physical resource 
specifications. 

A number of nodes representing deployed national military CPs as part of a Coalition Joint Task 
Force (CJTF) will need to be established. In addition a node(s) representing an Operational Decision 
Support Centre an embedded M&S DevOps team would need to be set-up to provide a reach-back 
capability. Nodes should be manned by appropriately skilled personnel and those military staff 
associated with developing courses of action in support of a mission. The L2-L3 (NOV-1) Logical 
Concept Diagram (Figure 6) illustrates the deployment and reach-back concept. Only the UK home 
base is depicted but similar organisations may be set up in those other nations represented should 
the experiment take place as part of a NATO activity. 

 

Figure 6 – L2-L3 (NOV-1) depicting connected clouds to deliver M&S support 

The opportunity to conduct experimentation is limited by time and resources. A potential venue would 

be CWIX. NMSG 145 is currently planning to demonstrate C2Sim capability at CWIX 19 after 

conducting initial proof of concept demonstrations in 2017 and 2018. A combined NMSG 145 and 

NMSG 136 experiment at CWIX 19 would be a major step forward in operationalizing both C2Sim and 

MSaaS to support the MDMP. 

10 Conclusions 

The use of M&S to support decision making in multi-domain and coalition operations has been 

established through various research programmes, as discussed in this paper. 

There remains the challenge of introducing M&S support via reach-back, cloud environments or 

shadow OCs on a large scale and in an operational context. This is because of cultural issues, 

operational risk, technical skills and ease of use by non-technical personnel. HQ staff do need training 

to understand what M&S can do for them, and to work with simulation specialists – this is 

considerably better than expecting them to learn the system and will overcome many of the key 



hurdles in the adoption, utilisation and utility challenge. MSaaS is a step in providing services that can 

be exploited on military operations. Integrating M&S with COD is also going to be necessary. 

M&S is particularly suitable for decision support where the complexity of the live situation and the 
behaviours in the simulations can be set in balance. 

11 Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Expansion 

ACT [NATO] Allied Command Transformation 

C2 Command and Control 

C2aaS C2 as a Service 

C2COE [NATO] C2 Centre of Excellence 

C2Sim [SISO] C2-Simulation Interoperability 

CFI [NATO] Connected Forces Initiative 

CIAV Coalition Interoperability Assurance and Validation 

COD Common Operational Data 

COD Common Operational Dataset 

COP Common Operational Picture 

COPD [NATO] Comprehensive Operational Planning Directive 

CP Command Post 

CSD Coalition Shared Database 

CWIX Coalition Warrior Interoperability eXploration, eXperimentation, eXamination, 
eXercise 

Dstl [UK] Defence Science Technology Laboratory 

FMN [NATO] Federated Mission Networking 

FOD Fundamental Operational Dataset 

GIS Geographical Information System 

GIS Geographical Information System 

GO Government Organisation 

HQ Headquarters 

HQMM HQ Maturity Model 

ICCRTS International C2 Research and Technology Symposium 

ICDE International Concept Development & Experimentation [Conference] 

IO International Organisation 

IT Information Technology 

M&S Modelling and Simulation 

M&SCOE [NATO] M&S Centre of Excellence 

MAJIIC Multi-sensor Aerospace-ground Joint ISR Interoperability Coalition 

MDC2 Multi-Domain C2 

MDMP Military Decision Making Process 

MDO Multi-Domain Operations 

MSaaS M&S as a Service 

MSG [NATO] Modelling and Simulation Group 

NAFv4 NATO Architecture Framework Version 4 

NGO Non-Government Organisation 

OODA Observe, Orient, Decide, Act 

SA Situational Awareness 

SISO Simulation Interoperability Standards Organisation 

SME Subject Matter Expert 

TIDE Sprint [NATO ACT] Think-Tank for Information and Decision Execution Superiority 

UNOCHA United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs 

USAF US Air Force 

VV&A Verification, Validation and Accreditation 
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